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LESSON NO - 1

India - Relief Features

   1/2 Mark Questions

1. Difference between Indian standard time and greenwich mean time is

A) 5 1/2 Hrs.

2. Which longitude is taken as I.S.T.

A) 82o.301 E longitude

3. Glaciers are found in

A) Sivaliks B) Himachal C) Himadri

A) Himadri

4. The lesser himalayas ranges consist of ______

A) Vallry of Kashmir B) Kulu valley

C) Hill stations D) All of the above

A) D) All of the above

5. Observe the first pair and complete the second one

i) Asam : Chachar hills ii) Arunachal Pradesh : ______

A) Mishmi hills

6. Observe the first pair and complete the second one

i) Gang : Yamuna ii) Indus : _______

A) Jhelum (or) chinab (or) Ravi (or) beas (or)sutlez

7. Ganga plain extends from _______to _______ rivers.

A) Ghazzar to teesta

8. The southern most tip of peninsular plateau is _______

A) Kanyakumari

9. _______ plateau is rich in minerals.

A) Chota nagapur

10. Nilgiris join western ghats near

A) Gudalur B) Gudur C) Guntur D) None of the above

A) Gudulur

11. Observe the first pair and complete the second one

i) Eastern ghats : Aroya Konda ii) Western ghats : _______

A) Annaimudi

12. Black soils of the peninsular plateau are formed due to _______

A) Volcanic activity

13. Only river that flows through thar desert _______

A) Luni
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14. Western coast extends from _______ to _______

A) Rann of kutch to Kanyakumari

15. Identify the correctly paired

A) Konkan coast - Karnataka

B) Malabar coast - Tamilnadu

C) Utkal coast - Bengal

D) Circar coast - Andhra Pradesh

A) D) Circar coast - Andhra Pradesh

16. Observe the first pair and complete the second one

i) Kolleru : Andhra Pradesh ii) Chilka : 

A) Odisha

17. Consider the following statements

i) Lakshadweep islands are of coral origing

ii) This group of island is famous for great variety of flora and fauna

A) Both statements are false

B) Statement i) is true but statemant (ii) is false

C) Both statements are true

D) Statement (i) is false but statement (ii) is true

A) C) Both statements are true

18. Indira point was part of  island.

A) Nicobar Island

19. Which of the following country has no land boundary with India ?

A) Pakistan B) Nepal C) Maldives D) Bhutan

A)  Maldieves

20. Arrange the given cities from North to South

i) Shimla ii) Nagpur iii) Delhi

A) i) Shimla - Delhi - Nagapur - Bengaluru

 1 Mark questions

1. Give any two regional names of purvanchal

A) Patkai hill, naga hills, manipuri hills, khasi and mizo hills.

2. What are dune ? Give two examples.

A) The valleys lying between the lesser himalayas and shivaliks are called as dune.

Ex : Dehradun, Kotli dun and Patle dun

3. What is a terai ?

A) A swampy and marshy region.

4. What is the location of India ?

A) 8o41 - 37o61 North Latitude, 68o71 - 97o251 East longitudes.
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5. What is a doab ?

A) The fertile land between the two rivers is called a doab

6. Classify the below into western coast and eastern coast and make a table.

i) Coramandal ii) Canara iii) Konkan iv) Utkal

A) Western Coast Eastern Coast

i) Canara i) Coramandal

ii) Konkan ii) Utkal

7. Which islands in India are of volcanic origin ?

A) Narkondam and barren islands.

8. Answer the following questions based on the given map.

i) Which coastal plain is broader one ?

ii) Eastern ghats disappeared between ________ and ________ rivers.

A) i) Eastern coastal plain

ii) Godavari and krishna

9. What is perennial river ? Give examples.

A) A river which flown throught the year is called a perennail river.

Ex: Indus, Ganga, Brahmaputra

10. Name the famous hill stations in Himalayas.

A) Shimla, Mussoorie, Naintial, Ranikket etc.

2 Mark questions

1. What are the major physiographic divisions of India ?

A) 1. Himalayas 2.  Indo - gangetic plains

3. Peninsular Plateau 4.  Coastal plains

5. Thar desert 6.  Islands

2. How do himalayas influence Indian agriculture ?

A) 1. Himalayan are the source for perennial rivers like ganga, indus and brahmaputra.

2. These rivers formed vast fertile plains.

3. All types of crops are grown in these plains.

4. Valleys in the himalayas are suitable to grow orchards like apples and peaches.
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3. Indo - Gangethi plains have high density of population. Find the reasons.

A) 1. The indo - gangetic plains are fertile and suitable for farming.

2. Himalayas rivers flow through the plain and supply water all the year round.

3. Cities like Delhi, Allahabad, Patna, Kanpur are centres of Industries.

4. As there are huge opportunity for employment people have migrated from all over the
country to these plains.

Hence Indo-Gangetri plains have high density of population.

4. Read the table and answer the questions given below.

Date Imphal Ahmedabad

5 jan sunrise sunset sunrise sunset

5:59 16:37 7:20 18:05

i) Which place is located in the west ?

A) Ahmedabad

5. Difference eastern ghats and western ghats.

Eastern Ghats Western Ghats

1. Not continuous ranges 1. Continuous ranges

2. No rivers origin in these 2. Rivers like krishna, godavarim
ghats originate in these ghats

3. Less height 3. More height

4. Highest peak is Aroya konda 4. Highest peak is Annaimudi

I. Conceptual Understanding :

1. The sun rises two hours earlier in Arunalchal Pradesh as compared to Gujarat in the west.
But the clocks show the same time. How does this happen ?

2. If the Himalayas would have not been in its present position how would be the climatic
conditions of the Indian sub continent    ?

3. Which are the major physiographic divisions of India ? Contrast the relief of the himalayan
region with that of the peninsular plateau ?

4. What is the influence of the himalayas on Indian agriculture ?

5. Indo-gangetic plains have high density of population. Find the reasons.

6. How are the eastern coastal plains and western coastal plains similar or different ?

7. Plateau regions in India do not support agriculture as much as the plain regions. What are the
reasons for this.

II. Reading the text and understandion and interpretation :

The formation of Himalayas influences the climate.in various ways. These act as barriers
protecting the great plains of India from the cold winds of central Asia during severe winter. The
Himalayas are reason for summer rains and monsoon type of climate in regions that ar beyond the
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western ghats of India. In its absence this reigion would have remained drier. The Himalayan rivers
have a perennial flow since these are fed by the glaciers and bring a lot of silt, making these plains
very fertile.

1. Comment on Indian climatic and the himalayas.

The Thar Desert is located on the leeward side of Aravallis and receives very low amount
of rainfall, ranging from 100 to 150 mm per year. The desert consists of an undulationg sandy plain
and rocky outcrops. It occupies much of western Rajasthan. It has an and climate with very low
vegetation cover. Streams appear during rainy seasons and disappear soon after. Luni is the only river
in this area. These internal drainage rivers fill into the lakes and don't.

2. Comment on the condition of the area as well as people diving there.

V. Mapping Skills :

1. On an outline map of India show the following.

i) Mountain and hill rages : The karakoram, the laskar patkar hills, Jiartia, the Vindhya ranges,
the aravalli, and the Andaman hills.

ii) Peaks : K2, Kanchanjungan Nanga Parbat, Everest, Anaimudi.

iii) Plateaus : Chota Nagapur and Malva Deccan plateaus.

iv) The Indian desert Western ghats, Lakshadweep islands eastern ghats Andaman & Nicobar
islands.

2. Use an Atlas and identify the following.

i) The islands formed due to volcanic eruption the states through which the tropic of cancar
passes. The northern most latitude in degress.

ii) The southern most latitude of the Indian maintaned in degrees.

iii) The eastern and the western most longitudes in degrees.

iv) The place situated on the three seas.

v) The straight separate Srilanka from India.

vi) The union territaories of India.
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LESSON NO - 2

Ideas of development

   1/2 Mark Questions

1. Gender bias means ______

A) Descrimination against women.

2. Which of the following is a complex one

A) Economic growth B) Development C) Progress D) None of the above

A) B. Development

3. Kudankulam nuclear power plant is located in ____

A) Tamilnadu

4. Consider the following statements

i) Average are useful for comparison

ii) Averages hide disparities

A) Statement i) is true but ii) is false

B) Statement (ii) only is true

C) Both staements are false

D) Both statements are true

A) (D)

5. World development report is broughtout  by ____

A) World Bank

6. The status of India at present according to its National income is ____

A) High income country B) Mid income country

C) Low income country D) Most advanced country

A) B. Mid income country

7. Which state spends larger amount of money on education on each student ?

A) Punjab B) Bihar C) Himachal Pradesh D) Haryana

A) (C)  Himachal Pradesh

8. Indicator used by world bank to classify the countries

A) Human development B) National Income

C) Economic growth D) Per capita income

A) (D) per capita income

9. The main tool that can reduce the gender discrimination

A) Health B) Education C) Marriage D) Migration

A) Education

10. According to 2013 HDR which country has a better rank than India ?

A) Srilanka B) Pakistan C) Nepal D) Mynmar

A) (A) Srilanka
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11. Observe the first pair and complete the second one

i) World development report : World Bank

ii) Human development report : ________

A) UNDP : United Nation Development Report

12. Education Revolution started in ______

A) Punjab B) Bihar C) Gujarat D) Himachal Pradesh

A) D. Himachal Pradesh

13. GDP is the total value of ______

A) All the services B)  All raw materials

C) All final goods and services D) Both A and B

A) (C) All the final goods

14. Find the odd one

A) Paid leaves B) Fixes working hours

C) Regular employment D) Insecure job

A) (D) insecure job

15. Find the odd one

A) Norway B) USA C) Australia D) China

A) China (Medium human development)

 1 Mark Questions
1. Write two reasons to prefer to join organised sector.

A) 1. Regular employment'

2. Better wages

3. Better working conditions

4. Fixed working hours

2. State the goods of development other than income.

A) Equal treatment, freedom, security, end respect from others.

3. What is IMR ?

A) Infant mortality rate

4. What are the factors of production ?
A) Land, labour, capital, organisation and technology.
5. Observe the table and answer the following questions.

Per capita income per annum of select states.
State          PCI for the year 2012 in rupees
Punjab 78,000
Himachal Pradesh 74,000
Bihar 25,000
i) Which state had lowest per capita income ?
A)Bihar
ii) Which state had highest per capita income ?
A) Punjab
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6. What is net attendance rate ?

A) Out of the total number of children in age group of 6-17 the percentage of children attending
school.

7. What is literacy rate ?

A) The percentage of literate population in the 7 and above age group.

8. Write your opinion on development.

A) 1. Different persons can have different developmental goals.

2. Development for one may not be development for others.

 2 Mark Questions

1. Why do people not like to work in unorganised sector ?

A) 1. Unorganised sector is largely outside of the government control.

2. There is no job or income security.

3. There is no provision of paid leaves.

4. Generally working condition are poor in this sector.

Hence people do not like to work in unorganised sector.

2. How did Himachal Pradesh achieved high literacy rate ?

A) 1. Government of Himachal Pradesh is keen on education.

2. The government started schools and appointed teachers.

3. Further, it ensured that these schools had all basic facities like classrooms, toilets and
water.

4. Himachal Pradesh is the highest spending state in India on education for each child.

3. What are the developmental goals of landless rural workers ?

A) 1. More days of work and better wages.

2. Local schools should provide quality education.

3. There should be no social discrimination and they too can become leaders in villages.

4. Good infrastructure facilities in their locality.

4. Classify the countries based on per capita income of the people.

A) According to the per capita income the countries can be classified into three categories.
Those are

i) High income countries : The per capita income is more than 12,600 dollars.

ii) Middle income countries : Countries with per capita income between 1035 - 12600
dollars.

iii)Low income countries : Countries with per capita income less than 1035 dollars.

5. Why do you think parents accord less priority to girls education as compared to boys.

A) 1. For long India remained a male dominated society.

2. It was felt that investing on girl's education is waste, as girls would go to another's house
after marriage.

3. Moreover they felt that girl's role should be confined to home making.

4. There was a genearl feeling of insecurity to girls if they had to go alone.
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I. Conceptual Understanding :

1. What main criterion is used by the world bank in classifying different countries ? What are
the limitations of the above criterion, if any ?

2. Usually behind each social phenomenon there would be several contributing factors and not
one. What in your opinion are the factors that came together for the development of
schooling in Himachal Pradesh.

3. In what respect is the criterion used by the UNDP for measuring development different from
the one use of by the world bank ?

4. Do you think there are certain other aspects other than those discussed in the chapter that
should be considered in measuring human development ?

5. Why do we use overages ? Are there any limitations to their use ? Illustrate with your own
examples related to development ?

6. What lessons can you draw about the importance if income from the fact that Himachal
Pradesh with lower per capita income has a better human development ranking than Punjab.

7. What is the relationship between women's work outside their homes and gender bias ?

II. Reading the text and Understanding and Interpretation :

Right to Education Act - 2009 declares that all children of 6-14 age group have the
right to tree education. The government has to ensure building of sufficient school in the
neighbouring appoint properly trained teacher and all necessary provisions.

1. Make comment on the importance of theis Act for childredn and for human development.

Students in Himachal Pradesh come to school enthusiastically. An overwhelming
proportion of students enjoyed their shcooling experience. "The teacher loves us and teaches
us well", said Neha, enrolled in class 4 in a village in Chamba. Childred had dreams of studying
till higher classes and aspirations to be policemen, scientists and teachers. The attendance rate
was very high in primary classes, and also among older children.

2. By studying the above para write the measures taken by your state government to improve
schooling among children.

III. Information Skills :

1. Study the table given and answer the following.

1. Which country has the highest average years it schooling.

2. How do we get per capita income ?
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3. As per the table which country has the best HDI rank.

4. What is the lowest life expectancy at birth.

IV. Reflection on Contemporary Issues :

1. Why do you think parents accord less priority to girls education as compared to boys ?

V. Mapping Skills :

1. Point out the following on the World Map.

Srilanka, India, Pakistan, Myanmar, Bangladesh, Nepal, USA, Tamil Nadu, Himachal
Pradesh.

LESSON NO - 3

Production and employment

   1/2 Mark Questions

1. The valus of goods and services produced in an economy in a financial year is
known [ ]

A) GDP B) NNP C) Per capita income D) A  and B

2. The service sector activity in the following [ ]

A) Fishing B) Mining C) Transport D) Industries

3. Which is not final good [ ]

A) Car B) T.V. C) Note book D) Tyre

4. Identify the odd one [ ]

A) Primary sector - agriculture

B) Secondary sector - banks

C) Tertiary (or) service sector - computers

5. In the following in which sectors the workers have job security [ ]

A) Organised sector B) Unorganised sector

C) A and B D) All

6. The percentage of GDP in the year 2009-10 [ ]

A) 20-30 percent B) 30-40 percent

C) 50-60 percent D) 70 percent

7. _____will decide the market rate of the production of final goods [ ]

A) Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

B) Net National Product (NNP)

C) National Survey Institute (NSI)

D) Food corporation of India  (FCI)

8. Expand GDP ?
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9. What is financial year ? [ ]

A) Jaunary 1st to december 31st

B) March 1st to decemberr 31st

C) April 1st to March 31st

D) April 1st to January 31st

10. Based on First pair : Complete the second pair [ ]

Organised sector  : 8% Unorganised sector :% ?

11. Observe the table and answer the question given below.

Sector Employment (%) Employment (%)

1972-73 2009-10

Agriculture 74% 53%

Industry 11% 22%

Services 15% 25%

Q) In which sector the employment is showing a decreasing trend ?

Answers :

1. A

2. C

3. D

4. B

5. B

6. C

7. A

8.        Gross Domestic Product

9. C

10. 92%

11.         Agriculture Sector

1  Mark Questions
1. Observe the information given in the table and answer the questions.

Table : Share of employment and gross domestic product  in three sectors

Sector Employment (%) 2011-12 GDP (%) 2011-12
Agriculture 49 16

Industry 24 26

Service 27 58

1. What was the share of agricultural sector in GDP ?

A)The share of agricultural sector in GDP is 16%

2. What was the reason for low employment in service sector through it has a major
contribution to (GDP) Gross Domestic Product ?

A)The reason for low employment in service sector though it has a major contribution to
Gross Domestic Product are
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1. Lack of skill

2. Lack of access to employment opportunities

2. Give any two examples of final goods ?

A) Final goods are the consume, goods that are ultimately consumed rather than used in the
production of another good. Ex : Shoes, television, sets, bikes, cars, etc.

3. What is Primary Sector ?

A) Primary sector is a sector which involves agricultural activites and related activities like
mining, poultry etc.

4. What is Secondary sector ?

A) It is the sector which is engaged in manufacturing of goods from raw material provided by
the primary sector.

5. What is service sector ?

A) Service like transportation, communication, financing, banking, insurance etc are called
service sector.

6. What is GDP ?

A) The value of goods and services produced in an economy in a financial year is known as
GDP.

7. What is the disguisted umemployment ?

A) Unemployment which exists when marginal physical productivity of labour is zero or
sometime it becomes negative is called disguised unemployment.

8. What sector is called organised sector ?

A) The state of each one is doing same work and no one is fully employed/

9. Which sector is called organised sector ?

A) The sector which covers those enterprises where the terms of employment are regular and
they have  assured work is called organised sector.

Ex : Heavy Industries etc.

10. Which sector is called unorganised sector ?

A) The sector in which small and scattered units are outside the control of the govenment is
called unorganised sector.

Ex : Beedi making, candle making industries. Handlooms industries. Agro industries, small
scale industries etc.

11. What is Financial year ?

A) It begins on 1st April and ends on 31st of March.

12. What is unemployment ?

A) The situation where the indibidual wants to work, but there is no work.

2 Marks Questions
1. Which measures do you suggest to improve the employment opportunities in rural area ?

A) 1. Establishing or assisting to open small scale industries.

2. Providing irrigation facilities for the farmers.

3. Providing vocational and career guidance for the educated youth.

4. Encouraging banks to provide loan facilities for the skilled and educated youth.
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2. Why do the people not show interest in working in unorganised sector ?

A) Unorganised sector mainly comprises of small scale industries, agro and agro related activitie
and self employment activites. The people do not want to work in and unorganised sector,
because.

1. There is no work or job guadrantee and job security.

2. Wages are not regular and very low.

3. No medical and insurence facilities.

4. No stipulated working hours.

3. What are facilities provided to workers in organised sector ?

A) Industrial sector, service sector comes under organised sector.

Continuation :

The facilities in service sector.

1. Regular wages : The employees get regular monthly wages irrespective of the demand
and supply.

2. Security : They have the jobs comparatively permanent in nature, they will have job
security.

3. Medical and health facilities  : The employees have free medical facilities and healthe
insurance.

4. Other facilities : They have paid leaves, holidays, pension and gratuities etc.

4. Observe the following graph and answer the following questions.

1. What are the major changes you observe from the above graph ?

A. Major changes :

1. Decrease employment in agricultural

2. Increase employment in industrial and service sector.

3. Doubling the industrial development.

2. What would be the reasons for the changes ?

A. People are gradually moving away from agriculture due to lack of incentives, lack of
profits, untimely rains, lack of fertilizers pesticides and labour, unfavourable conditions,
irregular  power supplies.

Increasing private sectorm development in science and technology, more job
opportunities in secondary and tertiary sectors are the reasons for the changes.
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5. Draw the bar graph on the basis of information given in the table below.

Sectors Employment

1972-73 2009-10

Agriculture 74% 53%

Industries 11% 22%

Service 15% 25%

Q. In which sector the comployment is showing a decreasing trend ?

6. Study the following graph and answer the questions given below.

a) Which sector got tremendous incease ?

A. Service sector

b) Why did the share of agricultural sector decease in GDP ?

A)As many workers in agriculture sector shifted towards other sectors as there is more

profits in other sectors, and due to untimely rains, droughts, less growth in agricultural

sectors.

I. Conceptual Understanding :

1. Find the oddone out and say. Why ?

i ) teacher, doctor, vegetable vendorm lawyer

ii) Postman, cobbler, soldier, police constable.

2. Do you think the classification of economic activities into primary, secondary and service

sectors is useful ?  Explain how ?

3. For each of the sectors that we came across in this chapter why should on focus on

employment and GDP. Could there be other issues which should be examined ? Discuss.
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4. How is the service sector different from other sectors ? Illustrate with few examples.

5. What do you understand by under employment ? Explain with and example each from the
urban and rural areas ?

6. The workers in the unorganised sector need protection on the following issues wages. safety
and health. Explain with examples.

II. Reading the text understanding and interpretation :

1. The importance of service sector is going on increasing day by day.

Do you support theis statements why ?

III. Information Skills :

1. Draw a bar graph basing on the information given below.

Sectors Employment

1972-73 2009-10

Agriculture 74% 53%

Industries 11% 22%

Service 15% 25%

2. Study the pie diagram and analyse its information.

IV. Reflection On Contemporary issues :

1. In India unemployment and uderemployment became a major hindrance to the economic
development of the country. Discuss this issue.

LESSON NO - 4

Climate of India

   1/2 Mark Questions

1. India is situated roughly between latitudes.

2. India is divided into almost two equal parts by

3. Expand AGW.

4. Expand IPCC.
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5. Match the following.

A) Trivandrum i) Is farer from the equator and temperature would be low in the winter.

B) Gangto ii) Is closer to the equator but not close to the seas and has low rainfall

C) Anantapur iii) is closer to sea and climate has big impact of the seas.

A) A) iii, b i, c ii  B) a ii, b i, c iii C) a i, bii, c iii

6. Which of the following is not a hill station of Himalayan mountain reaen ? [ ]

A) Gulmarg B) Darjiling C) Kodai canal D) Ninetal

7. Based on the first pair : Complete the second pair.

Arab trader's mansoon German word ?

8. Which one of the following cities will have a low temperature during the month

of may [ ]

A) Simla B) Mumbai C) Lucknow D) Kolkata

9. Western disturbances cyclone depressions coming from the sea is [ ]

10. Find the odd one out from the following traditional Indian seasons [ ]

A) Chaitra - Vaishakha -      March  April

B) Sravana - Bhadra -      July August

C) Magha - Phalguna -     January February

D) Aswayuja - Karthika -     May june

11. What is an important reason to formation of IPCC ? [ ]

12. The wind blowing  in the northern plains in summer. In Andhra Pradesh these showers are
called

Answers :

1. 8 N Latitude and 37o N latitudes.

2. The tropic of cancer

3. Anthropogenic global warming

4. Inter governmental panel on climate change

5. A

6. C

7. Trade

8. A

9. Mediterrean Sea

10. D

11. Reduce their emission of green house gases

12. Mango showers
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1 Mark Questions :

1. What is weather ?

A) The state of the atmosphere at a time and place with respect to variable such as temperature,
moisture, wing, velocity and barometric pressure.

2. Define climate.

A) Weather conditions followed a similar general pattern over many years (average 30 years)
over a large area.

3. Which are called "Loo"

A) A dry and hot wind that blows in the northern plains of India during summer season.

4. Which are called "Trade winds ?

A) In the northern hemisphere winds from sub tropical high pressure belt ot equatorial low pressure
belt by reflecting towards the west are called trade winds. The word trade means trach and
stand for blowing steadily in the same direction and in a constat course.

5. What is climograph or climato graph ?

A) A graph that depicts the annual cycle of temperature and rainfall for a geographical location.

6. Observe the given India map and answer the following question.

Q) Shimla is the capital of - state

A) Himachal Pradesh

7. What is the reason for october heat ?

A) The retreat of monsoon is marked by clear skies and rise in temperature the land is moist. These

conditions of high temperature and humidity causes octobe heat.

2 Marks Questions :

1. Create any two slogans to prevent global warming.

A) 1. Plant today - live tomorrow

2. Plant a tree - be tension free

3. Global warming - a final warming

4. Be eco friendly - live kindly
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2. Observe the map given and answer the quesitons.

1. When do south west monsoon enter in Maharastra ?
A) June 10th
2. When do south west monsoon enter in Rajasthan ?
A) 15th july
3. When do south west monsoon enter in Kerala ?
A) June 1st
4. What is menat by onset of monsoon ?
A) The arabian branch and Bay of Bengal branches of monsoon reach India by the begining

of June. It is called as "onset of monsoon."
3. Observe the following climograph and answer the following questions.

1. Which month received highest rainfall ?
A) August
2. Which months experienced highest and lowest temperature ?
A) Highest temperature march, may

Lowest temperature december and january
3. Why is the aboundent of rainfall maximum between june and october ?
A) Due to the advancing of south west monsoon , june and october the abondent rainfall is

maximum
4. Why is the temperature high between march and may ?
A) Hyderabad is located at 17o4 N latitude. The sunshine vertically fell in this region during

these months.
Because of this, the temperature is high in Hyderabad.
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4. Answer the following questions based on the map given below.

A) 1. Write any two states in which the lowest temperatures are recorded in january ?
A. Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, Sikkim, Uttara khand, Arunachal Pradesh.
2. What is the temperature shown by the isotherm crossing Madhya Pradesh ?
A. 20o C

5. Mention any two actions that your would take, if you were the officer to prevent deforestation.
A) 1. Plating trees across the roads and uncultivated lands to provide fire wood.

2. Tightening the security around the forest.
I. Conceptual Understanding :

1. Read the following statements and mark if it is an example of weather or climate ?
a) During the lost few years many glaciers have melted in Himalayas.
b) During the lost few decades drought in a vidarble region has increased.

2. Describe India's climatic controls ?
3. Write a short note on factors influencing climatics variations in hilly areas and deserts.
4. What are the disagreements between developed and developing countries about AGW.

II. Reading the paragraph and write your comment.
Most scientists from around the world agree on this much. AGW is real, it is happening

and it is leading to rapid and drastic climate change. They warn that severe weather and other
changes will increase in the coming years and threaten life as we know it.
IV. Reflection on contemporary issues

1. How are human activities contribution to global warming ?
(Or)

What are the ways in which our life style affect the environment ?
2. Now-a- days Himachal have a profound influence on India's climate. Explain.
3. How is climate change causing global warming ? Suggest measures to minimise the influence

the global warming.
V. Mapping Skills.
1. 1. Observe map and answer the following.
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Name the monsoon which is shown in the map.
2. In which state monsoon burnt take place ?
3. Which coastal place didnot receive rainfall dice to south west monsoon ?
4. Which northern states didnot receive rainfall during south west monsoon ?

2. Observe the map and answer the following.

1. What is the other name for retrdding monsoon ?
2. Which state receves more rainfall due to retreting monsoon ?
3. What does this map show ?

3. Observe the map and answer the following.

1. What does this map shown ?
2. Which states maintain an average temperature of 20o C in the month of january ?
3. Why do you think the temperature decreases as we move towards northern part of India.
4. Which part of India receives the highest temperature in the month of January ?

4. Observe the map and answer the following.
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1. What is the highest average temperature in the month may ?
2. The dry and hot local winds in the northern plains.

LESSON NO - 5

Indian Rivers & Water Resources

   1/2 Mark Questions

1. 5% of water is used for domestic purposes in India.

2. 40 million hectares of land in India is flood prone and drought prone.

3. Find the add one

Godavari, Ganga, Cauvery, Maharnadi

A) Ganga

4. Complete the second pair on the basis of rivers enter into India

i) The Indus : Jammu & Kashmir

ii) The brahmaputra

A) Arunachal Pradesh

5. The source of Bhagirathi Gangotri glacier in Himalayas

6. The source of ala kananada Satopnath glacier north west of badrinath

7. Bhagirathi and alakananda join at devaprayag to form the gang that emerges from the hills of
Haridwar.

8. Majority of the tribuatries of ganga originate in the Himalayan ranges.

9. Near lhotse Dzong Brahmaputra opens out into a wide navigable channer for about 640
kms.

10. In Arunachal Pradesh the river Brahmatputra is known as siang and dinang.

11. Emerging into the Assam valley Brahmaputra is joined by two tributaries the dibang and the
lohit.

12. In assom state the river is known as Brahmaputra.

13. The  western ghats are the water divide between the major peninsular rivers discharging
their water in the bay of Bengal and as small rivulets joining the Arabian sea.

14. Narmada and tapati peninsular rivers ard flow from east to west.

15. The Mahanadi rises near sihawa in chattisgarh and runs through odisha.

16. Tungabhadra river is the major tributary of the krishna river.

17. Adarsh Gram Yojana scheme was started by Maharashtra government for watershed and all
round development of the village.
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18. Over the past few decades ground water has become the main source, especillay for
domestic use and agriculture.

19. Find the true statements :

i) The total catchment area of tungabhadra is 71,417 sq. km

ii) With accumulation of silt, the reservoir has lost its storage capacity by 849 million cubic
meters of water.

iii)No proper mining standards are followed in the catchment area.

A) All are true

20. Based on the information given in the first pair, complete the second pair

i) Kudremukh :  Iron ore

ii) Sandur :  ?

A) Mangasese

21. Find out the wrongle matched

i) Water dispute - Perumatty v/s coca cola company -

ii) Water conservation - Defrestation

ii) Second largest peninsular river - Krishna

A) 2nd one is wrongly matched (explanation : water conservation forestation)

22. How much percentage of surface water resources are poluted in India [ C ]

A)  30 B) 50 C) 70 D) 90

23. The brahmaputra enters in a great loop south west through _______ in India. [ A ]

A) Arunachal Pradesh B) Himachal Pradesh

C) Jammu & Kashmir D) Sikkim

24. Which river is the second largest east flowing peninsular river [ A ]

A) Krishna B) Godavari
C) Mahanadi D) Narmada

25. The largest peninsular system [ B ]

A) Krishna B) Godavari
C) Mahanadi D) Kaveri

26. The ore wined in kudremukh is _____ { D }

A) Manganese B) Copper
C) Gold D) Iron ore

27. The ore mined in sandur is ______ [ A ]

A) Manganese B) Iron ore
C) Copper D) Bauxite
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1 Mark Questions :

1. On the basis of its origin, the drainage system in India can be divided into how many
categories ? Whar are they ?

A) On the basis of its originthe drainage system in India can be broady dividid into two
categories.

i)Himalayan Rivers ii) The peninsular rives

2. Which are the rivers that played main role in farming V shaped valleys by cuttong through
the massive mountain charm ?

A) The indus and the Brahmaputra rivers.

3. What are the perennial rivers ?

A) The himalayan rivers are perennial. This is because the rivers are supplied on rainfall as well
as the melting snow.

4. What are the main tributaries of the Indus ?

A) Jhellum, chenab, ravi, beas and sutlej.

5. What is 'Tsangpo'?

A) The brahmaputra is known as the 'Tsangpo in tibet.

6. Name the twin sources of ganga.

A) River ganga has twin sources. They are bhagirathi and alakananda.

7. The indus covers which the states of India ?

A) The indus covers jammu and Kashmir, Punjab and Himachal Pradesh states of India.

8. Name the source of the Brahmaputra.

A) The Brahmaputra rises from the snout of the chemayungdung glacier of the kailas range near
manasarovar.

9. Which peninsular rivers are belong to the ganga river system ?

A) The chambal, sind, betwa, ken and son.

10. What are the major river systems of the peninsular drainage ?

A) The mahanadi, the godavari, the krishna and cauveri.

11. What are the inflows of an area ?

A) For any area inflow = Precipitation  + surface flow + ground water flow.

12. What are the flows indus in surface flow ?

A) Surface flow indues rivers, streams canals and other flows on the surface.

13. What is precipitation ?

A) The fall of water, ice, snow dew or hail deposited on the surface of the earth from the
atmosphere.
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14. What are the challenges are facing in water for industrial use ?

A) Recyling of water  and control of pollution.

15. What is the location of Hiware Bazar ?

A) Hiware Bazar is located in Ahmednagar district in Maharastra.

16. How many crop seasons are there ? What are they ?

A) There are three crop seasons.

1. kharif   2. rabi   3. zaid

17. Name the source of the indus.

A) The indus originates in the northern slopes of the kailash range in tibet near lake
Manasarovar.

18. Name the source of the Godavari.

A) Triambak plateau near Nasik in Maharastra.

19. Name the source of the krishna.

A) mahabaleswar in Maharastra

20. Name the source of the Mahanadi.

A) Near sihawa in chattishgarh.

21. Name the source of the narmada ?

A) Amarkantak in Madhya Pradesh.

22. Tungabhadra water resources are shared by two southern states what are they ?

A) Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh.

23. What is evaporation ?

A) 1. The turning of water into vapour, takes place all the time in water bodies.

2. It can happen to any exposed surface water, such as lakes, rivers, seas etc.

24. What is evaprotranspiration ?

A) The total amount of water added to the atmosphere from both evaporation and transpiration.

25. Name two activites that are useful to control indiscriminate use of ground water.

A) 1. State governments should not encourage subsidies on power.

2. The political thinking has to change to make regulation work.

3. Panchayathi Raj institutions must have control over the use of ground water.

26. What are the rivers that flow towards northern direction among the tributatries of river
ganga ?

A) The chambal, sindh, betwa, ken and son originating in the northern part of  peninsula belong
to the ganga river system.
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27. What do you mean by ground water ?

A) The ground water is drawn from the under ground system particularly available on rocks.

28. Define drought.

A) A prolonged period of abnormally low rainfall, leading to a shortage of water.

29. What is a doab ?

A) The pla between two rivers.

30. What is water cycle ?

A) Water criculates between the oceans by streams, atmospere by vapour and land by
precipitation is called water cycle.

31. What is water shed ?

A) An area of land that feeds all the water.

32. All the peninsular rivers are flowing east, except narmada and tapti. Why ?

A) Narmada and tapti are flowing in the rift valley.

33. What is out flow ?

A) Out flow = evaporation + transpiration + other outflows.

34.  Define flow resources.

A) Flow resources are never remains in one place and self replenishes such as wind, sun and
water. Generally water is a flow resources.

35. What is water sharing low ?

A) Legal agreements on water sharing.

36. Define aquifer.

A) A body of permeable rock able to hold water.

37. Write two slogans on wate saving.

A) 1. Walk in the desert - you will realize the cost of water.

2. Save water - to secure your future.

38. Where is peramatty gram panchayat ?

A) It is in Kerala

2 Mark Questions :

1. What are the reasons for forest degradation in tungabhadra river basin ?

A) 1. Encroachment of public lands.

2. Rampant felling of trees for cultivation.

3. Mining activity.
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2. What are the soil and water conservation works were implemented in Haware Bazar ?

A) 1. Continuous contour trenches (CCTs) were dug on the hill slope sto arrest the erosion of
soil, harvest water and encourge growth of grass.

2. A number of water harvesting structures were also built in the village.

3. Plantations on forest lands and roadsides.

3. What are the pre-conditions set for selection of villages under 'Adarsh Gram Yojana' in
Maharastra ?

A) Some pre conditions set for selection of villages under "Adarsh Gram Yojana. Most
important were the four bandis (or bans) the four bandis were.

1. Kurhad bandi (ban on felling trees)

2. Charai bandi (ban of free grazing)

3. Nasbandi (family planning)

4. Nahabandi (ban on liquor)

People also had to agree to a certain amout of shramdanam (voluntary physical labour)

4. The ground water laws are both outdated and inappropriate explain.

(Or)

What is the main defect of current lasw about ground water ?

A) 1. Current lasws on ground water use are inappropriate.

2. Because the basic link between access to ground water and land ownership on which
these rules are based are flawed.

3. Underground water does not obey human land ownership boundaries that are made on
the surface.

4. Water is a flowing resource. it is therefore in apporpriate to think of ownership of a
flowing resource such as water.

5. Why Ahmednagar district is drought prone ?

A) It is situated on the eatern (rani shadow) side of the sahayadri mountain ranges that run
north-south and separate konkan, the coastal region, from the rest of Maharastra.

6. "70% of the earth's surface water is polluted". What are the reasons for the population ?

A) 1. Sewage and waste water

2. Septic tanks

3. Ocean and marine dumping

4. Industrial and radio active waste

5. Acciedental oil leakage

6. Mining activities

7. Chemical fertilizers and pesticides.
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7. What are the positive changes occured in the context of water resources ?
A) 1. Advanced water maintenance methods improved.

2. Introduced morethan one crop system and green revolution.
3. Constructed many dams across rivers.
4. Established many hydro electrical power plants.

8. Write about WALTA Act.

A) 1. WALTA means, water, land and trees Act.

2. The Act passes in the year 2002.

3. The Act allows to promote water saving and enhance tree cover.

4. The Act regulate exploitation of ground and surface water.

5. The Act was amended for insurance of new agriculture wells.

I. Conceptual Understanding :

1. What are the different inflow and outflow processes in the context of water resource ?

2. Identify the list argument that would support or oppose use of ground water in various
contexts, such as agriculturd, industry etc. ?

3. Which of the inflow or outflow processes has most impact in the context of ground water
resources ?

4. There has been various ways in which chages occupied in the context of water resources.
Describe the positive as well as negative social changes that got reflected in this chapter ?

5. Which aspects of farming practices were regulated int he context of Hiware Bazar to
improve the water conservation ?

6. How significant are the laws, people's actions, in the context of water resources ? Write a
short notes based on the ideas discussed in the last sectors of Indian rivers and water
resources ?

II. Reading the text and understanding and Intepretation

1. Write your comment.

In olden days, water in flows were more whereas outflows were less. But today the
situation is in severse condition.

III. Information Skills

1. Study the graph and answer the questions ?
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1. What do climographs show ?

2. On which lingitude Jaipur is located ?

3. In which months the highest rainfall recorded ?

4. What is the maximum temperature in december recorded ?

2. Observe the following climograph and answer the following questions.

1. Which month received the highest rainfall ?

2. Which months experienced the highest temperature ?

3. In which month the lowerst rainfall is recorded ?

4. On which latitude Hyderabad is located ?

IV. Reflection on contemporary issues :

1. What are the reasons for the depletion of ground water lends according to your opinion ?

2. Now-a-days we are all buying mineral water. What do you think would be the reasons for
this ?

3. In what ways is water bought and sold in your area and for what purposes ? Do you think
there should be some checks and balances for this ? Discuss.

V. Mapping Skills :

Read the map and answer the following ?

1. Name the rivers that join Ganges from the peninsular plateau.
2. What do Chinese call Brahmaputra in China ?
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2. Point out the following on an outline map.

1. The state which has the highest density of population.

2. The state which has the lowest density of population

3. The biggest state in India.

4. The smallest state  in India.

5. The state which shift completely to organic farming.

6. The state which shiffed 100% to organic farming.

LESSON NO - 6

People

   1/2 Mark Questions

1. Identify the true statements.

i) In India the first census was taken in 1872.

ii) The first complete census was taken in 1881.

iii) India's population is 1210 millions as of 2011 census.

A) All are true

2. Identify the wrong pair.

i) children - below 14 years

ii) Aged people - above 69 years

iii)working age - 15 to 59 years

A) 2nd one is wrong pair (Explanation : Aged people - above 59 years)

3. Based on the information given in the first pair, complete the second pair.

i) No. of females per 100 males - sex ratio

ii) No. of persons lived per unit area ?

A) Population density

4. Identify the false statement.

i) In India, 103 female babies are born against 100 male babies.

ii) More male babies die than female babies.

iii)The no. of girls who survive is much lower than boys in the age of 0-5.

A) 2nd statement is false (Explanation : Girls who survive is more than boys)
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5. Identify the true statements.

i) A person aged 7 year and above who can read and write, is treated as literate.

ii) At independence in 1947, India's literacy rate was 12%

iii)As per 2011 census, male literacy rate was 82.14%

A) All are true.

6. Based on the information given in the first pair, complete the second pair.

i) fertility rate in India - 2.7%

ii) Fertility rate in Andhra Pradesh ?

A) 1.9

7. Based on the information given in the first pair. Complete the second pair.

i) Highest population density state - Bihar

ii) Lowest population density state ?

A) Arunalcha Pradesh

8. Identify the false statements

i) Census data is collected every 10 years once.

ii) Fertility rate refers to total births per woman.

iii)Population density is higer in mountains.

A) 3rd Statement is false

9. The census of India provides us with information regarding the population of our country.

10. Once in 10 years information is collected about all peole living in India.

11. In India the first census was taken in 1872

12. The first complete census however was taken in 1881.

13. 1881 since censuses have been held regularly every tenth year.

14. India's population as of 2011 is 1210 millions (121 crores)

15. Sex ratio is an important social indicator to measure the extent of equality between men and
women in a societ.

16. In India, 103 female babies are born against 100 male babies.

17. Women's education has been a powerful force in reducing discrimination against women.

18. Literacy is a key for socio-economic progress.

19. As per 2001 census, India's literacy rate was 64.84%

20. As per 2011 census, India's literacy rate was 74.04%

21. As per 2011 census, male literacy rate was 82.14%.Female literacy rate was 65.46%

22. In 1992 the birth rate in India was 29 death rate 10.
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23. The fertility rate for India in 1960 was morethan5.6

24. Migration is the movement of people across regions and territories.

25. As per 2011 census the highest population district in Andhra Pradesh was Krishna (519)

26. As per 2011 census the lowest population district in Andhra Pradesh was
YSR Kadapa (188).

27. The _____ percent of working people in India are in the unorganised sector. [ C ]

A)  72 B) 82 C) 92 D) 98

28. _______have no other social security apart from their families to support them [ A ]

A) Unorganised sector B) Organised sector

C) Service sector D) Industrial sector

29. At Independence in 1947, _______ of the population was literate [ C ]

A) 5% B) 10% C) 12% D) 22%

30. The present fertility rate in India is _______ [ B ]

A) 5.6 B) 2.7 C) 2.5 D) 1.9

31. Present fertility rate in Andhra Pradesh is ______ [ C }

A) 2.7 B) 1.7 C) 2.9 D) 1.9

32. The population density of India in the year 2011 was ____ [ A ]

A) 382 B) 282 C) 182 D) 292

33. As per 2011 cencus which state has the highest population density [ B ]

A) Kerala B) Bihar C) Bengal D) Andhra Pradesh

34. As per 2011 census which state has the lowest population density [ C ]

A)  Andhra Pradesh B) Sikkim

C) Arunachal Pradesh D) Mizoram

35. The population density of Andhra Pradesh in the year 2011 was [ B ]

A) 208 B) 308 C) 408 D) 508

1Mark Questions :

1. What is a census ?

A) A census is the procedure of systematiocally acquiring and recording information about the
members of a given population.

2. Who organises the collection and recording of census information ?

A) The register general & census commission of India.

3. What is the most basic characteristic of a population ?

A) The age structure of a population refers to the number of males and females in different age
groups in a country.
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4. What are the categories grouped in the population ?

A) The population of a nation is generally grouped into 3 broad categories

1. Children (0 to 5 years)

2. Working age (15 to 59 years)

3. Aged (Above 59 years)

5. What is the importance of working age population ?

A) 1. Who are in the age group 15-59 are working people.

2. They have to protect family.

3. Children and aged people have depend on the working age.

6. What is sex ratio ?

A) Sex ratio is the number of  females per 1000 males in the population.

7. "The census shows that in the age group 0-5, the number of girls who survive is much lower
than boys." What is the reason for this ?

A) The discrimination in care and nutrition about girls. Otherwise the physical chance of
survival is better for girls.

8. As per 2011 census what are highest and lowest sex ratio states in India ?

A) The highest sex ratio - Kerala )1034)

The lowest sex ratio - Haryana (879)

9. As per 2011 census what is the sex raio of Andhra Pradesh & Punjab ?

A) Andhra Pradesh - 993  Punjab - 895

10. What is  menat by 'female fetus infanticide' ? Or infancticide ?

A) Due to the preference for male children parents may decide to abort the female child before
birth is called female fetus infanticide.

11. What is a Literate ?

A) Literate means a person aged above 7 years who can read, write and understand a language.

12. What is  literacy rate ?

A) The number of literates per every 100 persons in the population is known as literacy rate.

13. Why the population is called as dynamic ?

A) Population is dynamic, because of the three processes :

1. Births   2. Deaths   3. Migration

14. What is 'change in the size of a population '?

A) Change in the size of a population is the difference in the number of inhavitants of a country/
territory during a specific period, say during the last ten gears.
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15. How to calculate population change in a place ?

A) Population change in a place = (number of births of number of in migrants) - (number of
deaths number of out migrants)

16. What are the real causes of several diseases ?

A) Polluted water, congested living and un cleared garbage were the real causes of several
diseases.

17. What is 'fertility rate'?

A) The number of children that is likely to be born to a woman if she were to live to the end of
her child bearing gears and bear children in according with current pattern.

18. What is the influence of "internal migration "?

A) Internal migration does not change the size of the population, but influence the distribution
of population with in the nation.

19. What is 'Population density "?

A) People living per one square kilometer is called density of population.

20. What is 'Internal migration ?

A) Migration can be with in the country is called internal migration.

21. Why the northern plains and Kerala are very high population density ?

A) The northern plains and Kerala in the south have high to very high population densities
because of the flat plains with fertile soils and abundant rainfall.

22. What is "Birth rate" & death rate ?

A) 1. Birth rate is the number of live births per thousand persons in a year. In 1992 the birth
rate in India was 29.

2. Death rate is the number of deaths per thousand persons in a year. In 1992 the death rate
in India was 10.

23. Write two slogans on population control.

A) 1. Small family is the ideal family.

2. We two, ours one and one or none

2 Mark Questions :

1. Describe the categories of working population.

A) The cencus of India groups the working population into four categories.

1. Cultivators are farmers who farm or supervise the land that they own (or) take on rent.

2. Agricultural labourers are those who work on anothers farm for wages in cash or kind.

3. Workers in household insustries.

4. Other workers would be those who are employed in factories, trading equal about and all
other occuaptions.
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2. "India's population has been steading increasing" are you supporting this statement ? How ?

A) Yes. I agree. India's population has been steadily increasing because.

1. There has been rapid decline in the death rates but bill recent times birth rates were not
decreasing substantially.

2. Post independance impact of famines declined because of famine relief, movement of
grain, rationshops and an active public voice in a democracy.

3. Epidemies such as cholera, plague and to some extent malaria were controlled.

4. Later on advances in medicine, especially antibiotics and vaccines contributed to better
healthcare.

3. What are factors influenced the family to decid the number of children ?

A) i) Security

ii) Opportunity for children and social norms.

4. "Due to the difference is sex ratio,what would be the impact on society"? Explain.

A) 1. Female population will decrease.

2. In future male population may not get marriage.

3. Family system may collapse.

4. Gender bias may increast in the society.

5. The problem of criminality in our society will increase.

5. Obseve the graph and answer the questions given below.

A) 1. From the age pyramid above identify a rough estimate of the percentage of children in the
population ?

A)Nearly 30% of children are there in the population.

2. What do you observe from the pyramid ?

A) In India youth population is more.

3. In which age group more population is recorded ?

A)0-5 age group
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6. Observe the graph and answer the questions given below.

1. In which year, sex ratio is too high ?

A) In 1951

2. What does the above graph explain ?

A)The sex ratio of India from 1951 to 2011.

3. In which year, the least sex ratio is recorded ?

A)The next sex ratio recorded in 1991.

4. How was the sex ratio calculated ?

A)The sex ratio is calculated as the number of females per 1000 males in the population.

5. How many times the female number is recorded more than 935 ?

A)3 times

6. It is worrying about the sex ratio in India. What might be the reasons for this ?

A)Superstitions, dowry system, attraction on boys, male domination society etc.

7. Observe the graph and answer the questions given below.
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1. In which year the population decreased ?

A)  In the year 1921 population decreased.

2. From which year onwards is the population contenuosly increased ?

A)From the year 1921 onwards the population continuously increase.

3. What might be the reasons for the fasts growth of population after independence ?

A) Improved medical facilities, low death rate, high birth rate etc.

4. Why 1921 called as great dividing year ?

A)Before 1921 and after 1931 the population increases constantly. But only in the year
1921, the population decreased.

5. What have you observed in the population growth before and after independence ?

A)Before independence the population growth is very low. After independence it is very
high.

6. For how many years the census is being taken in India ?

A) For every 10 years

8. Observe and analyse the posters.

A) 1. The posters explained about population in growth.

2. Small family is the ideal family.

3. A big family is a burden.

4. Less children more development.

5. Treat equality either boy or girl.
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I. Cenceptual Understanding :

1. Identify the false statements and correct them.

a) Census data is collected for every 10 years.

b) Sex ratio refers to the number of female in adult population.

c) Age structure shows us the dustribution of people according to their age.

d) Population density is higher in mountains as people like the climate there.

2. "Compare Indian literacy rate with other countries ? What similarities and differences do you
note ?

3. Which areas of Andhra Pradesh have high density of population and what may be the
reasons behind it ?

4. Distinguish between population growth and population change.

II. Reading the text and understanding and Interpretation :

We notice that the number of females in India has consistently been lower
than that of men. This female/male ratio, the sex ratio is a cause of concern since it indicates
a hidden form of discrimination. Women and girls in particular face inequal opportunities for
education and development.

Do you think this discrimination has decreases over the years ? Why do you think so ?

III. Information Skills :

1. Observe the following graph and answer the questions.

1. What is meant by sex ratio ?

2. In which decade the sex ratio is low ?

3. When was the sex ratio is high ?

4. How was the sex ratio from 1991-2011 ?

5. How was the sex ratio from 1951-2011 ?
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2. Read the graph and answer the following ?

1. What does this graph show ?

2. From which decade onwards the population has been increasing continuously.

3. For how many years in the census being taken in India ?

4. What is the present population of India. As per census 2011.
3. Read the graph and analyse.

IV. Contemporary Reflection Issues :
1. List out the impacts on society if sex ratio is too low or too high /
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LESSON NO - 6

People and settlement

   1/2 Mark Questions

1. What was the early man tools mode of  ?

A) Stone

2. Find the different one among the following.

A) Jowar, rice, meat, dal

A) meat

3. ______is defined as a place in habited more or less permanently.

A) Settlement

4. Which pair is not suitable from

1. Bucket - Aluminum/plastic

2. Glass - Steel

3. Plate - Steel/plastic

4. Jar - rubber

A) 4

5. Early humans hunted and gathered their food. So they are called

A) They hunted and gathered food.

6. Based on the relationship between the information in the first pair, complete the second pair.

a) Indira Gandhi International Airport.

A) Delhi

b) Suvarna Bhoomi International Airport

A) Bangkok, Thailand

7. Give an example of metropalitan cities

A) Chennai, Hyderabad

8. Locate berhmpur in the above map

A)
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9. Arrange the following cities from west to east.

1) Hyderabad,  2) Chennai 3) Mumbai  4) Kolkata

A) Mumbai, Hyderabad, Chennai, Kotkata

10. Define hamlet.

A) A group of houses the revenue village are calle hamlet.

11. Write two causes of urbanisation.

Natural growth, inclusion of rural areas and migrations.

Q) Read the passae and answer the following questions.

Service sector activities such as finance insurance, real estate and business related service

activities such as transport, storage and communication contribute more than industrial

activities.

12. A cold storage comes under Service sector

13. An example for industrial activity BHEL.

14. What are towns ?

A) All the urban areas having population between 5000 to 1 lakh.

15. A body of reasons having authority Hierarchy

16. Define settlement.

A) We organize ourselves and our living spaces in one way. This way is called settlement.

17. Describe the adverse impacts of urbanisation.

A) 1) Air pollution increases

2) Climate change occur

3) Drainage problems arise

4) Non degradable garbage accumulates

18. Name some form of aerotropolies which are emerging in India.

A) 1) Begaluru International air port - Bangalore

2) Indira Gandhi International airport - Delhi

3) Rajiv Gandhi International airport - Hyderabad

19. Name any two facilities locate at near the centre of an aerotroplis.

A) Hotels, shopping, enteratainment, food, business conferencing etc.
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20. Mention any two site characteristics ?

A) Altitude, type of soil.

21. What are hamlets ?

A) A group of houses within the revenue village are called hamelets.

22. Is the modern man able to obseve patterns in nature on his own why ?

A) The modern man has no time to observe the patterns in nature on his own.

1 Mark Questions :

1. What are aetropoles ?

A) A new kind of settlement is occuring in many countries, including India. These settlements

around large airports are called aetropolis.

2. In which decade had the populaion of Delhi increased unusually ? Discuss ?

Year Population ( in lakhs)

1951 20

1961 35

1971 48

1981 68

1991 100

2001 120

A) The population of Delhi increased mostly in the decades of 1981 and 1991. It is our national

capital due too employment opportunities.

3. What do we mean by Juggi Jhopdi ?

A) The illegal large settlements in Delhi are called juggi and Jhopdi.

4. Why do the people migrate to the urban areas ?

A) Insearch of livelihood.

5. Make a list of some tools of modern man and write the metals used to make them.

 A) Name of tool Metal used

Bucket Aluminium / plastic

Glass steel

Plate Steel/plastic

Jar plastic
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  2 Mark Questions :

1. What is a settlement ?

A) 1. Settlement is defined as a place in habited nori or less permanently.

2. The houses may be designed or redingned, buildngs may be altered, functions may
change but settlement continues in time and space.

3. There may be some settlements which are temporary and are occuped for short periods,
may be a season.

4. The settlements are generally divided into rural or urban.

2. "Increasing urbanisation is not just about greater opportunities for people, more econimic
productivity etc it also results in many problems discuss.

A) 1. The growing urban population has to be housed. It needs water supply, sewage, and
other things.

2. All these result in environment stress.

3. Improper sewage disposal can also lead to greater threat of infectious diseases.

4. As vehicle use increase urban an pollution increases causing health problems and
localined climatic change.

3. What airport city or jet city ?

A) A new kind of settlement is occuring in many countries, including India. These sellements
are centred around large airports. Hence the name aerotropolis /airport city)

4. Read the following table and answer the following questions.

Population of Visakhapatnam

Year Population % Change

1901 40,892

1911 43,414 +6.2%

1921 44,711 +3.0%

1931 57,303 +28.2%

1941 70,243 +22.6%

1951 1,08,042 +53.8%

1961 2,11,190 +95.5%

1971 3,63,467 +72.1%

1981 6,03,630 +66.1%

1991 7,52,031 +24.6%

2001 13,45,938 +23.0%

2011 20,35,690 +51.2%
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1. Which decade's data is not reported here ?

A)  Yes, the numbers reported for every decade.

2. From which decade to which decade has the population increase been the highest

(in % percentage)

A)From 1951 to 1961. There was an increase of population by 95.5%

3. From which decade to which decade has the population increase been the least
(in percentage %)

A)From 1911 to1921 the population has shown atleast increased of 3%.

4. Which city has long history.

A)Visakhapatnam

5. Delhi is the second biggest city in the country. Explain the reasons for it.

A) 1. The city of Delhi can claim to have been central to many empires that ruled India.

2. When India gained Independence, the city remained its capital.

3. Many people migrated to Delhi insearch of livelihood, jobs etc.

4. Availability educational facilities, connectivity etc.

6. Give some examples of emerging aerotropolises ?

A) 1. Suvarnabhoomi international airport (Bangkok, thailand)

2. Dubai International airport (Dubai, UAE)

3. Cairo International Airport (Cairo, egypt)

4. London heattrew airport (London, UK)

I. Conceptual Understanding :

1. What is a settlement ?

2. How did human life styles change with settlement ?

3. Define site features and situation features. Give an example for each.

4. How does the census of India define various kinds of places ? How does it organise them in
order to size and other characteristics ?

5. What is an aerotropolis ?

IV. Reflection on Contemporary issues :

1. What are the urbanisation problems do you observe in your area/near by urban area ?

2. Why the mastar plans are being violted in cities ?
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LESSON NO - 8

People and Migration

   1/2 Mark Questions

1. In India, according to 2001 census how many people have been reported as migrants

307 million (or) 30.7 crores

2. Which is the main cause of women migration marriage.

3. Find wrong statemen :

*During 2001-2011 there were 91 million people added in the urban population.

* During 2001-2011 natural increase 40 million people.

*During 2001-2011 due to migration of people from rural to  urban area 32 million people.

A) During 2001-2011 due to migration of people from rural to urban area 32 million people.

4. In Maharastra there how many co-operate sugar factories are there 186.

5. Based on the relationship between the information in the first pair complete the second pair.

Reason for migration

Maharastra sugarcane cutting

West Bengal

A) Paddy harvesting

6. Consider the following statements.

1. Males from soora tribes migrating to work in Assam plantations.

2. Munda and santhat men migrate to work in Assam plantations.

Which of the above staement/statements are correct

1. only * 1 and 2 are correct

* 2 only * both are wrong

A) 1 only correct

7. Arrange these states from west to east according to their location.

West Bengal, Assam, Maharastra, Odisa

A) Maharastra, Odisha, West Bengal, Assam

8. Social back ground of shorterm migrants in India 2007-2008

A) 40% (18+19+23 = 60, 100-60 = 40)
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9. Which act lays out conditions to safe guard the intrests of workers emigrating for
employment in India.

A) The emigration Act 1983

10. Unskille and sem's killed workers migrating to which countries on temporary contracts ?

A) Oil exporting countries of the west Asia.

1 Mark Questions :

1. Migration in India (census 2001)

Category Number of persons Percentage

Total population 102,86,10,328 100%

Total migrants 30,71,49,736 29.9%

Migrants from outside the ? (a) 13.8%

state but with in the country

Migrants with in the state 25,82,41,103 84.2

Migrants from other countries 61,66,930 ? (b)

A) a) 4,23,41,703 (30.71,49,736 (25,86,41,103,61,66,930)

b) 2% (100% (84.2+13.8)

12. What is meant by "Birth place ?

A) Birth place means place where the person was born.

13. Define place of residence.

A) A place where the person had continuously for a period of six month is called place of
residence.

14. Sindhu birth place is village in east godavari district, the present address for the one year is
Rajahmundry, Now what is her pattern of migration ?

A) Sindhu migrate from rural to urban.

15. Ramaiah born at Hyderabad. But he living in London for last five years. What is pattern of
his migration ?

A) Ramaiah migrate from India to England. So his migration is internaational migration.

16. Nearly 50,000 women from Kerala migrate annualy to work in fish processing industries of
Maharashtra. This type of migration is called___

A) Migration from one state to other state in India. So this is called internal migration (or)
seasonal migration.

17. Expand UNDP.

A) United Nations Development Programme
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18. Correct the following statements.

Marriage is the most common reason for migration of male, employment or seeking
employment is the most common reason for migration of female.

A) Marriage is the most common reason for migration of female. Employment or seeking
employment is the most common reason for migration of male.

19. What are the two criteria are used by the census for identifyinga person as a migrant.

A) i) Birth place    ii) Place of residence

20. Give two suggestions to prevent rural to urban migrations.

A) 1. Encouraging agriculture

2. Establish small scale industries in rural areas.

3. Support to rural unemployed youth. (any one write suitable answer)

2 Mark Questions :

1. Define migration" what are the reasons for migration ?

A) Moving of people from one place to other in search of work to feed the family is called
migration.

Reasons for migration :

a) Employment  b) Income  c) loss in business d) floods e) marriage f) droughts

g) floods h) family problems etc.

2. How many types of international migrations from our country write about them ?

A) There are two types of international migrations from India.

They are

a) Skilled workers migrations

b) Unskilled  (or) semi skilled workers migrations.

c) Skilled workers migration to countries such as USA, Canada, UK, Autralia and other
developed countries.

d) Unskilled (or) semi skilled workers migrations to oil exporting countres of the west Asia
such as soudi Arabia, UAE etc.

3. What are the problems of migrant workers of labourers ?

A) a) They spend more money from their salaries on food.

b) Their children become dropouts.

c) Over stress, agony and other psychological problems.

d) Meagre wages of salary.

e) Unable to fulfill the basic needs.

f) New social atmosphere.
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4. The sugarcane cutters lived in a small conical hut, that is called kopi.

Rearrange the following statements.

i.The type centre settlements have 50-100 kopis.

ii. Godi centres have 250-500 kopies.

A) i. Tyre centre settlements have 200-500 Kopis.

ii. Godi centre settlements have 50-100 Kopis.

5. Here are some examples of migrations. Classify the internal and international migrations.

i) The people migrate from India to Soudi.

ii)  Rice producing belt of west Bengal more than 5 lakh migrants mostly tribals and other
low castes move to Bardhamam district during harvest season.

iii)  Some agricultural labourers migrate from Bihar to Punjab.

iv)  Teachers come from China to India to teach Chinese language to our children.

A) i) International migration

ii) Internal migration

iii)  International migration

iv) International migration

I. Conceptual Understanding :

1. Compare and contrast the migration from rural to urban areas and rupral areas ?

2. Which is considered as seasonal migration ? Why ?

3. Compare internal migration and international migration.

4. How does rural to urban migration increase the purchasing power of people in rural areas ?

5. Why only professionals are able to go to developed countries ? Why cannot unskilled
workers migrate to these countries ?

6. Why are only unskilled workers from India wanted in West Asian countries ?

7. Why are workers from three states able to go to a considrable extent to work in the
West Asia ?

8. Describe the similarities and differences between the impacts of internal and international
migration.

II. Reading the text and understanding and interpretion

1. When males leave their families this is also a major challenge for women who have to take
care of all the responsibilities of the family and elderly people who need care. Young girls in
such families are required to take care of siblings and many of them become dropouts.

IV. Reflection on contemporary issues

1. Write your reflection on the vulnerable conditions of Indian migrant to west Asia ?
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LESSON NO - 9

Rampur : A Village Economy

   1/2 Mark Questions

1. MNREGA write full form.

A) Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act.

2. What do you think of the land distribution in the villages ?

i) land is equally distributed

ii) land is not eqully distributed

A) Only i) is true B) only ii) is true

C) both i) ii) is true D) both i) ii) is false

A) ii) B

3. Based on the information given in the first pair, complete the second pair.

i) physical capital - tools, machines, buildings.

ii) working capital ___________

4. Identify the odd one

Dairy form, sugarcane cultivation, transport activities, sugarcane crushing activites.

A) Sugarcane cultivation

5. What is the main production activity in Rampur ?

A) Farming

6. Based on the information given in the first pair, complete the second pair ?

i) Rainy season - kharif

ii) winter season

A) Rabi

7. To growing more than one crop on the same piece of land during the year_____

A) Multiple cropping

8. The correct set of matching

Group - A Group - B

i) Kharif crop a) land

ii) Natural resource b) wheat

iii)Rabi crop c) jowar

A) 1. c, 2. a, 3. b

9. What is the main factor of production in the agricultural sector ?

A) The main factor of production in the agriculture sector is land.
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10. What are the sources of irrigation ?

A) 1. canals   2. tubewells 3. tanks  4. rains

1 Mark Questions :

1. What are the main non-farm production activities in your region ?

A) 1. Transportation

2. Basket making

3. Poultry

4. Shop keeping

5. Fishing

6. Brick making

2. Create a slogan on the importance of agriculture.

i) Without agriculture - there is no future

ii) no farmer - no food

3. What are the factors of production ?

A) i)Land ii) labour

iii) capital iv) knowledge and enterprise

4. What is production ?

A) Creation of utility is called production.

5. Who are small farmers ?

A) Farmers who own less than 2 hectares of land are known as small farmers.

6. Who owns the majority of land in Rampur village ?

A) Upper caste families own the majority land in Rampur village.

7. What is fixed capital ?

A) Tools, machines and buildings are called 'fixed' capital because these can be used in
production for several years.

8. How many production activities is Kishore involved ?

A) Kishore involved in 3 production activites. Thet are

1. As a farm labourer

2. Selling buffal's milk.

3. to transport various items using his wooden cart.

9. What are the two factors responsible for the multiple cropping in village ?

A) 1. Availability of agricultural labour.

2. Availability of irrigation facilities.

3. Fertile soil.
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10. What are the ways to use land in urban area ?

A) 1. For industries

2. Market places, shopping mall

3. Cinema theatre

4. Big hospitals and schools

5. Parks

6. Godowns

2 Mark Questions :

1. Why are farm labourers like dala poor ?

A) 1. Dala is a landless farm labourer who works on daily wages in Rampur.

2. He must regularly look for work.

3. There is heavy competition for work among the farm labourers in Rampur.

4. So they agree to work for low wages.

5. Machines are used in agriculture.

2. What are the aims and objectives that are directed by the landless rural workers or
labourers ?

A) 1. Some more days work.

2. Still better wages

3. Better education to their children in the local govt. schools.

4. No social discrimination.

5. Chances of leadership activites etc.

3. What are the reasons for multiple cropping in cultivation ?

A) 1. Multiple crops meaning : The farmer grow more than crop in same cultivation land in one
year is called multiple crops.

2. Causes for multiple cropping : Small farmers have farming land.

Small farmers can earn few amount of the money.

3. Small farmers can earn few amount of the money.

4. Some times crops are failure by the effect of famine conditions and floods.

5. That's why farmers follow multiple cropping system.

4. How do the small farmers procure the capital needed for farming ?

A) i) Large farmers

ii)  Money landers

iii)  The traders who supply various inputs for cultivation.
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5. How do the medium and large farmers obtain capital for farming ? How is it different from
the small farmers ?

A) i) The medium and large farmers generally have their own savings from farming for the
capital of farming.

ii) They are able to arrange for seeds, fertilizer, pesticide, payments to labour etc.

iii)They have tractors, threshers and harvesters as well as tube wells.

iv)  In contrast to this, small farmers have to borrow money to arrange for working capital.

v) They borrow money for inputs for cultivation.

vi)The rate of interest is very high on such loans.

vii) They are put great distress to repay the loan.

I. Conceptual Understanding :

1. Why are the wages for farm labourers in Rampur less than minimum wages ?

2. What are the different ways of increasing production on the same piece of land ? Use
examples to explain.

3. How do the medium and large farmers obtain capital for farming ? How is it different from
the small farmers ?

4. On what terms did Savitha get a loan from tejpal ? Would Savitha's condition be different it
she could get a loan from the bank at a low rate of interest ?

5. Imagine a situation where labour is the scarce factor of production insteas of land. Would the
story of Rampur be different  ? How ? Discuss ?

6. Land is required for production of goods in an urban area. In what ways is the use if land
different from a rural area.

7. How is land requirement in significant in the process of production ?

II. Reading the text understanding and interpretation :

1. Modern farming methods require more inputs which are maufactured in industry ?

Do you agree with this statement ? Justify your comment.

2. Water a natural production, particularly agricultural production, now requires geater, capital
for it, use.

Do you agree with this staement. Justify your an answer.

IV. Reflection on Contemporary issues :

1. Write your reflection on the vulnerable conditions of Indian migrant to west Asia.
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LESSON NO - 10

Globalisation
   1/2 Mark Questions

1. Which of the following statement is not related to globalisation ?

* Globalisation is a major change that occured across the globe in the late 19th century.

*Globalisation has political, cultural as well as economic dimensions.

A) The first statement is wrong. (globlisation was a major change occurred in the last 20th
century.

2. Which of the following in current in accordance of Indian imports ?

* raw material       * finished goods

* food grains

A) Finished goodis

3. Expand MNC ?

A) Multinational company.

4. Based on the information given in the first pair complete the second

A) 1. Cargill foods : USA

2. Parakh foods :_______

5. Identify the true statement related to Ford Motors

a) This company belongs to USA

b) It came to India in 1995 and set up a plant near Chennai.

c) Plant was set up in collaboration with Mahindra and Mahindra.

d) All statements are true.

6. When did the government of India removed barriers on foreign trade ?

A) Around 1991

7. Identify the wrong match in the following.

a) Tata Motors - automobiles

b) Infosys - IT.

c) Sundaram Fasterners - Food items

d) Ranbaxy - Medicines

A) (C) Sundaram Fasteners - food items.

Note : Sundaram fasteners produce nuts and bolts.
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8. Identify the following which is not related to WTO.

A)WTO was started at the imitatives of the developed countries.

B) It establishes rules regarding international trade.

C) Prevent wars and preserve the world peace.

D)150 countries are currently members of the organisation

A) (C) this is the aim of  UNO

9. Identify the correct statement regarding agriculture in USA.

A. Share of agriculture in GDP is 1% and it's share in employment is 0.5%.

B. Share of agriculture in GDP in 0.5% and it's share in employment is 1%

A) A

10. Identify the MNC belongs India in the following.

A) Nokia     B) Ranbaxy   C) NIke   D) Honda

A) (B) Randaxy

11. Toys of which country is reason to persist the Indian toy making companys.

A) China

1Mark Questions :

1. What was called "Arab Spring " ?

A) In several countries of west asia, tunisia, egypt popular revolutions were started to uproot the
dictators.

This was called 'arab spring' in the media.

2. What is MNC ?

A) 1. MNC means multinational company.

2. It laons and controls production in more than one nation.

3. Where do MNC's set up factories ?

A) MNC' set up factories in regions where they can get cheap labour and other resources.

4. What is globalisation ?

A) Globalisation is the process of rapid intigration of countries.

5. What is foreign investment ?

A) Investment made by MNC's on factors of production is called foreign investment.

6. What is joint venture ?

A) MNCs set up factory jointlly with the local companys is called joint venture.
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7. What is the use of joint venture to the local companys ?

A) The local company benifits by the additional investments and the latest technology that the
MNC's bring.

8. What is foreign trade ?

A) A kind of trade with other countries of the world.

9. Which is the major factor that has stimulated the globalisation process ?

A) Rapid improvement in technology.

10. Expand IMF ?

A) International monitory Fund.

11. Expand IBRD ? Identify correct one.

A. Indian bank for regional development.

B. International bank for reconstructiona and development.

C. International board of reginal development.

A) B. International bank for reconstruction and development.

2 Mark Questions :

1. With in the international economic exchange we identify three types of movements

what are they ?

A) a) Flow of goods and services - Exports and imports.

b) Flow of labour - Migration of people in search of employment

c) Flow of capital - Investment over long distances

2. What is the criteria for selection a site for operations of MNC ?

A) a) Proximity to the markets.

b) Availability of labour at low costs

c) Availability other factors of production

d) Government policies that protect their interests,

3. What do you mean by international trade barrier ?

A) a) Some restrictions have been setup by government on foreign trade.

b) It can be tax on exports and imports.

4. Who is contract labour ?

A) Worker who works for an employer for a specific amountof time on the basis of contract.

5. Why do governments try to attract more foreign investment ?

A) a) More foreign investment helps in increasing the economic activities.

b) Increase in the employment generation.

c) Increase the quality of goods and services.
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6. What are the effects of globalisation India ?

A) a) Well off consumers are benifited.

b) Some Indian companys havegrown as MNC's

c) Consumers get quality goods and services ato low cost.

d) New jobs are created.

e) Increase in the standard of living.

7. What in SEZ ?

A) a) SEZ means special economic zone.

b) They provide world class infrastructural facilities.

c) They attract foreign investments and help establishment of industries.

d) They get exemption to pay tax for 5 years.

8. What is the role of government to make globalisation more fair ?

A) a) Government policies must protect the interests of the all the people in the country.

b) Government can ensure that labour laws are properly implemented.

c) Government can support small producess to improve their performance.

d) Government can negotiate at the WTO for "Fairer rules.

I. Conceptual Understanding :

1. What were the reasons for putting barriers to foreign trade and foreign investment by the
Indian Government ? Why did it wish to remove these barriers ?

2. How would flexibility in labour laws help companies ?

3. What are the various ways in which MNC's set up, or control, production in other countries ?

4. The impact of globalisation has not been uniform. Explain this statement.

5. How has liberalisation of trade and investement policies helped the globalisation process ?

6. How does foreighn trade lead to integration of markest across countries ? Explain with and
example other than those given here ?

II. Reading  the text understanding and interpretation :

1.      Globalisation is a double edged nife. It encourges MNC's on one hand, and
discourages the local production and markest. Nut without globalisation we cannot progress
in trade and commerce internathmally.

Express your views.
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III. Information Skills :

1. Study the following table and answer the questions.

1. Which two settlements occupy the same percentage of population.

2. Which settlement occupy major share of population in Delhi.

2. Study the following graph and answer the questions.

1. What does this graph show ?

2. What are the reasons for expansion of Urban Population ?

3. How much is the total urban population in 2001 - 2011 (in million)

4. How much is the urban population due to migration in 1981-91 ?

3. Read the table and answer the following.

1. What are the works done only by male workers ?

2. What are the works done only by female workers ?

3. What are the reasons for paying less wages to female workers than male workers ?

4. Which works are done by both male and female workers ?
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4. Draw a bar graph basing on this information.

Year 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

Cultivated 120 130 130 135 140 140 140
(in millions
hectares)

5. Observe the pie diagram and answer the questions.

1. What do the arrows indicate ?

2. Would you agree that the distribution of cultivated ?

IV. Reflection on Contemporary Issues :

1. Globalisation will contue in the future. How would be the world after 20 years from now ?

LESSON NO - 11

                                     Food Security

   1/2 Mark Questions

1. The crops with low yields like jowar, oilseeds are mostly grow in dry lands.

2. What is the first requiremt in availability of food grains ?

A) If a country is able to produce foodgrains, for the whole of its population, this would be
considered as the first requirement.

3. Today many prefer to call the cereals as nutri cereals.

4. Identify the odd one.

jowar, ragi, rice, bajra

A) Rice (explanation : Rice, falls into fine cereals)

5. Allied activities of agriculture are such as poultry, fishing and dairying.

6. Nutritionss suggest that every person in India should eat 300 grams of vegetables and 100
grams of fruits in a day.

7. Whereas per person availability of vegetables is 180 grams and 58 grams fruits
respectiovely.

8. In India, per  person requirement of eggs is 180 where as the avalibility of eggs is 30.
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9. Identify the false statements.

i) The meat dietary requirements are 10 kilograms per year where as the per person
avalibility is only 2.2 kilograms.

ii) We require 300 millitres of milk whereas the per person availability is 210 millilitres a day.

A) 1st one is false (Explanation : We requird 11 kilograms of meat and avaibility is 3.2
kilograms)

10. Per capita availability of food grains in Europe 700 grams and USA 850 grams.

11. What is something to be worried about for India's food security ?

12. The marginalised communities of rural regions are able to consume food that can get 1624
kilo calories only.

13. Between 1983 and 2004 the consumption of calories has gone down.

14. In India the major reason for low calorie intake is the lack of purchasing power of the
people.

15. Ration shops are important means for people to access food grains in India.

16. Studies indicate that southern states of India have good record in public distribution system.

17. Universal PDS system means that low cost food grains would be available to all.

18. For all India, 39 percent of people's total consumption of rice and 28 percent of people's total
consumption of wheat are purchased from the rationshops.

19. The national food security act was passed in the year 2013.

20. Carbohydrates provides energy to the body.

21. Proteins help growth and regeneration of body tissues.

22. Vitamins provide protectiona and ensure the working of many vital systems of the body.

23. Minerals are required in small guantities for many important functions such as iron for blood
formation.

24. The nutrition status among adult men and women is measured using Body Mass Index
(BMI)

25. According to NIN report "The prevalence of chronic energy deficiency (BMI<18.5) among
men was about 35% while over weight/obesity (BMI 725 was 10%.

26. According to NIN report "About 35% of adult women had chronic energy deficiencey and
14% were over weight/obese.

27. The prevalence of chronic energy deficiency in adult women was highest in the states of
Odisha, Gujarat and Uttar Pradesh.

28. Based on the information given in the first pair. Complete second pair.

i) Dal, meat, eggs - proteins

ii) Fruits, vegetables, sprouts  ?

A) Vitamins
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29. Identify the wrong pair.

i) Weight is plotted against age  : Under weight

ii) Height is plotted against weight : stunting

iii)  Weight is plotted against height : wasting

A) 2nd one is wrong pair (Explanation : Height is plotted against age)

30. Based on the information given in the first pair, complete the second pair.

i) Children are under weight : 45%

ii) Children are under height : ?

A) 41%

31. Based on the information given in the first pair. Complete the second pair.

i) Kilocalories per day in urban areas : 2100

ii) Kilocalories per day in rural areas : ?

A) 2400

32. In which state 1943-45 the famine was occured ? [ C ]

A)  Rajasthan B)Andhra Pradesh
C) Bengal D) Tamil Nadu

33. Which of the following is not a coarse area [ A ]

A) Wheat B) Ragi C) Bajra D) Jowar

34. ______ percent of people in rural areas in India consume food that is below the
calorie standard [ C ]

A) 40 B) 60 C) 80 D) 95

35. Anthyodaya card holders are entitled to the food grains of [ B ]

A) 25 kgs B) 35 kgs C) 10 kgs D) 20 kgs.

36. Mid day meals programme firstly implemented state [ A ]

A)Tamil nadu B) Andhra Pradesh C) Kerala D) Behir

37. The overall prevalenceof underweight in children was observed lowest in___ [ D ]

A) Maharashtra B) Tamilnadu C) Gujarat D) Kerala

38. The BMI of healthy person is ______ [ B ]

A) 15.5 B) 18.5 C) 20.5 D) 25.5
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1 Mark Questions :

1. Write about the Bengal famine.

A) 1. The Bengal famine in 1943-45.

2. It tool away 3 to 5 million lives in Bengal, Assam and Odisha.

2. The present way rice and wheat are cultivated in India have led to ?

A) 1. Soil degration

2. Depletion of ground water resources.

3. What is food securtity ?

A) Food securtity means the government creates conditions so that farmers are able to produce
increasing amount of food grains.

4. Besides production what are the ways of increasing avalilavility of food grains ?

A) 1. Imports

2. The government can increase the availability of food grains for the people by setting from
its existing stocks.

5. In what ways the government ensures food security to day ?

A) 1. Ration shops

2. Mid day meals

3. Anganwadis

6. How to calculate availability of food grains for the year ?

A) Availiability of food grains for the year = production of food grains dwing the year
(production - seed, feed and wastage) + net imports (imports- exports) change in stocks with
the government (closing stock at the year end - opening stock at the beginning)

7. How to calcultate avalability of food grains per person per day ?

A) Availability of food grains per person per day = (availability of food grains for the year +
population ) / 365.

8. What is the standard calories of food in take per day ?

A) A standard of 2100 calories per day in urban areas and 2400 calories in rural areas is the
recommended food intake per day.

9. How many kgs of food grains can get per month per family to the anthyodaya card holders ?

A) The anthyodaya card holders are entitled to get 35 kgs of food grains (rice and wheat) per
month per family.

10. Who procured and maintained the stock of food grains ?

A) The stock of food grains procured and maintained by the food corportation of India.
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11. Expand FCI.

A) Food Corporation of India.

12. Expand MSP.

A) Minimum support price

13. Expand ICDS.

A) Integrated child development scheme.

14. What is Buffer stock ?

A) The stock of food grains mainly wheat and rice procured and maintained by the government
through food corporation of India (FCI) is called buffer stock.

15. Who directed to provide mid-day meals ?

A) The supreme court directed to provide midday meals.

16. Name the largest school feeding programme int he world.

A) Midday meal is the largest school feeding programme in the world.

17. Expand NIN ?

A) National Institute of Nutrition.

18. Where is located NIN ?

A) National Institute of Nutrition (NIN) is in Hyderabad.

19. How to caliculate BMI ?

A) BMI = Weight in kgs /(Height in metres squared)

20. Give two suggestions to eradicate malnutritution ?

A) 1. Children should take fruits, vegetalbes, eggs and milk every day.

2. They should have medical facilities.

21. Why the Indian Government came out the National Food Securtity Act ?

A) To legalise peoples 'Right to food.

22. Expand BMI.

A) Body Mass Index

23. What is menat by avaibility of food ?

A) Availability of food means food production within country. Food imports and the previous
gears stock stored in government granaries.

24. Expand PDS.

A) Public Distribution System.

25. Define PDS.

A) The system of distributing food and non food items at subsidy price thrrough rationshop is
known as public distribution system.
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26. What is minimum support price ?

A) Price for farmers crops dclared by government every year before the sowing season. This
price is called minimum support price.

27. What are food grains ?

A) 1. Rice  2. wheat 3. jowar  4. ragi  5. bajra

28. Correct and rewrite the statement.

Q. Increase in food production alone ensure food security.

A) Increase in food production alone is not sufficienct, effectiove distribution and management
ensure food security.

29. Write two slogans on avoid food wastage.

A) 1. Eat to live, don't live to eat.

2. Food waste, not in good taste.

3. Love food, hate waste.

2 Mark Questions :

1. Write about National Food Security Act.

A) 1. National Food Security Act (right of food) passed in 2013.

2. The Act legalised the peoples 'Right to food'.

3. It applies to approximately 2/3rd of the populaion of India.

4. Every person of low income families is hittled to 5 kgs of food grains per month at
subsidised rates.

5. Among poor families the poorest  ones are hittled to 35 kgs of foodgrains.

6. If the government  is not able to arrange food grains, it will give cash for the people to
buy food grains.

2. "Our country could not achieve self sufficiencey in the production of food grains'' comment.

A) 1. Food grain production is not proportional when compared to the rate of population
growth.

2. There is no proper water management.

3. Farmers are following traditional methods.

4. Fragmentation of land holdings.

5. Improper manuring and low application of fertilizers.
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3. Give suggestions to implement the National Food Security Act properly ?

A) 1. Public distribution system should work properly.

2. Government should incourage high yielding food crops.

3. Government should provide subsidy to the food products.

4. To face the drought government provide godown facilities.

4. State any two defects in the organisation of public distribution system ?

A) 1. Selling with higher prices.

2. Cheating in the process of weighing.

3. Selling ration goods in the black markets.

4. Only few days distribution is following.

5. "The public distribution system is providing proper food security"- comment.

A) 1. Yes I think that the PDS is providing proper food security.

2. PDS provides food grains to poor people with low cost.

3. The anthyodaya card holders are entitled to get 35 kgs of food grains per month per family.

4. Low income families is hitled 5 kgs of food grains per month at subsidised rates.

6. How is PDS related to food security ?

A) 1. Rice, wheat, sugar and kerosene are distributed by the PDS.

2. White card holders can get these items with cheaper prices.

3. They can get these items in nearby ration shops.

4. Thus the PDS ensures the security of the poor people.

7. Observe the graph and answer the following questions.

A) 1. What percentagae of people in rural India are consuming less calories that are required ?

A. 75%
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2. What is the reason for consuming less calories than are required in rural India ?

A. Poverty, lack of purchasing capacity.

3. What is the calorie intake per person in high income group ?

A. 2521

4. What does the graph explain ?

A.Calorie intake per person in rural India.

8. Observe the graph and answer the following questions.

1. Which states the PDS functioning effectively ?

A. Tamilnadu, Andhra Pradesh

2. Which state people are purchasing more food grains from open market ?

A. Bihar

3. What is the staple food of North Indian people.

A. Wheat

4. What does the graph explain ?

A. Percentage share of purchases from PDS, rice and wheat in 2009-10.

I. Information Skills :

1. Describe the relationship between increast in food production and food security ?

2. Give reasons to argue for the following statements public distribution system can ensure
better food security for people.

III. Information Skills.

1. Study the bar graph and answer the questions.
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1. What does this bar graph show ?

2. How much kilo calories intake should a rural person take per day.

3. Which group of persons is 2143 kilo calories ?

4. How much percentage of people in rural areas in India consume below the calorie
stadard ?

2. Read the bar graph and answer the questions.

1. Expand PDS.

2. Which state share of purchases from PDS is high ?

3. Which state share of purchase of wheat from PDS is low ?

4. Whicha state buys more wheat ?

IV. Reflection on Contemporary Issues :

1. Supporting the food grains production has been affected in a particular year. Because of a
national calamity. In what ways can the government ensure higher availability food grains
for the year ?

2. Use an imaginary example from your context to describe the relationship between
underweight and access to food.

3. How is functions relationshop PDS in your area. Give some suggestions to improve the
working of PDS. ?

LESSON NO - 12

Sustainable Development with Equity

   1/2 Mark Questions

1. How many acres can be irrigated with Motabaavi ? [ ]

A) 4-5 B) 1-3 C) 5-6 D) 2-3

2. Fill the second pair blank with suitable answer.

A. Nagarjuna sagar : Krishna

B. Sardar sarobar   : ? Narmada
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3. Find the correct statement.

1. 'silent spring' was written by cachal cayon in 1926.

2. In 1962, silent spring was written by Rocal Carson.

4. Main aim of the chipko movement [ ]

A) Save animals B) Cutting Forests

C) Save trees D) None

5. Which state banned the chemical fertilisers and pesticides ?

A) Sikkim

6. Find the wrong pair

A) Kenya - Massai warrier

B) Tibet : Gancho tribe

C) Kazakhastan : yurta tribe

7. Which city air pollution came down by using compressed natural gas

A) Delhi

8. Fill the second part pair for the following.

A) Narmada Bachao Andoan :Metha patkar

B) Chipko Andoan : ?

A. Sundarlal Bahuguna

9. Which of the following state has become 100% organic state [  C ]

A) Sikkim B) Punjab C) Uttarakhand D) Bihar

10. Ningodi, Hiyali are the types of  _______ (Bambai)

11. Expand DDT _______ Dichloro Dephenyle Tricbro Ethene

12. The great god of Jalsindhi village people was ___________(Rani Kajol)

13. "Environment" is also called as following. [  B ]

A) Common Property B) Natural capital

C) Natural disester D) All the above

14. "Due to "Sardar Sarovar Dam" how many people were displacing ?

A. More than 5 lakhs

1 Mark Questions :

1. Jalsindhi village is in which state ?

A) Madhya Pradesh

2. Chipko means  ?

A) Chipko means Embrace.
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3. Which article shows about 'Right to live' is ?

A) Article 21

4. Expand BMI.

A) Body mass Index

5. Agriculturally prospersous state in India is ?

A) Punjab

6. Which state is over sprayed Endosuffer pesticide ?

A) Kerala

7. What is sink function ?

A) An environment's ability to absorb and render harmless waste and pollution.

8. 'Dharavi' slum area is located in which city ?

A) Mumbai

9. Alternative public distribution system was started at which place ?

A) Zaheerabad, Medak district

10. What is an 'environment's source function ?

A) The potential of an environment to provide these sourcess is referred as and 'environment's
course function ?

11. Who was the main force behind the Chipko Movement ?

A) Village women

12. "Qang Tribes" are righly located in which country ?

A) Tibet

13. Expank CNG ?

A) Compressed natural gas

14. Agriculture, mining, fishing are belongs to which economic sectors ?

A) Primary sector

15. In 1984, digvijay singh was Chief  Minister to which state ?

A) Madhya Pradesh

16. Write any one environmental movement ?

A) Chipko movement.

17. Expand PDS ?

A) Public distribution system.

18. What are the critical resource for the subsistence of tribal people

A) Forests
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19. How much percentage of districts in India, water from hand pumps and wells are unsafe for
drinkin ?

A) 59%

20. In which plants Endosultan pesticide was sprayed ?

A) Cashea Crop Plants

2 Marks Questions :

1. What is sustainable development ?

A) Sustainable deudopment is development that meets the needs of the present with out
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.

2. Write two slogans on enlightening people regarding "environment protection "?

A) 1. Grow plants - get oxygen

2. Avoid plastic - promote cotton boys

3.  Increase in the number of billionaries.

study this graph and answer the following questions.

1. this graph shows regrading

a. increase number of Billionaries.

2. In 2011 the number of billiamairs are ?

a. 55

4. When and where was 'Chipko Movement' started ?

A. Chipko movement started in 1970 at Garhwal hills in Uttarakhand.

5. Observe the picture and answer the following questions.

1. In which year this book was written

a. 1962

2. This book reveals about ?

a. Spraying DDT on mosquitoes leads to dangerto environment.
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6. Study the following picture and write comments. Answer for the following.

1. What do the picture shows ?

A. This picture shows that overusing the natural resources.

2. Write your captain in the context of environment ?

A. Save the nature for better future.

I. Conceptual Understanding :

1. Why did the people Jalsindhu village refuse to move out if the village ?

2. What are the various ways in which our lifestles affect the environment ?

3. Find out about the various ways in which the problem of garbage and emissions are being
dealt with around the world.

4. Why do you think the effects of climate change may be felt by all countries.

5. Should the average temperature of the earth be treated as a natural resources for all people ?

6. This is the land of our forefaters. We have a right to it. If this is lost then we will only get
shades and pickeres, nothing else. Says Bava Mohaliya. Can you explain the statement.

III. Information Skills :

1. Write a brief notes based on the graph.

IV. Reflection on Contemporary issues :

1. Rapid extraction of minerals and other natural resources would adversely impact the future
development prospects. do you agree ?

2. What are the lessons to be drawn from the alternate PDS intrative at Zaheerabad Mandal in
Telangana.
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VI. Appreciation and sensitivity :

1. India cannot achieve the real and sustainable development, unless the role of women is
much festered. Assess the ride of women in this regard.

2. What suggestions do you give to increase production and employment opportunities in
Andhra Pradesh.

3. What measures do you suggest to escape from the natural calamities.

4. India is blessed with many rivers systems. Appreciate the uses rivers to U.S.

5. Prepare a pamphlet on population control.

6. Suggest remedial measures to prevent the formation of carbon slums.

7. Sensitise the problesms faced by the migrant workers and labourers.

8. Appreciate and sensitise the globalisation.

9. Appreciate role of PDS in providing food security to the poorer.

10. Give suggestions to protect the environment.

11. Write a letter to your district Collector on the problems of environmental in your area.

g W g
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